Complete mathematical modeling method for the analysis of immunofluorescence distributions composed of negative and weakly positive cells.
In a recent paper (Lampariello: Cytometry 15:294-301, 1994), we proposed a method for the automated evaluation of the percentage of positive cells from flow cytometric immunofluorescence histograms. The method is based on a suitable mathematical representation of the control histogram, which is used to identify the negative cell distribution in the test histogram. In this paper we present an improvement of the previous method, where we assume that the positive cell distribution in the test can also be modeled making use of an empirical distribution of the same kind as employed for modeling the control. The parameters of this distribution are estimated directly from the test. In this way, a mathematical representation of the whole test distribution is calculated without having to set up a purely positive control. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the method in the determination of the positive percentage, we carried out a set of measurements of double-labeled and suitably treated cells, mixed in different ratios with control cells, and from each sample we obtained histograms with overlapped and well-separated positive and negative distributions. These last histograms allow us to determine the actual positive percentages and thus to evaluate the performance of the analysis method applied to the histograms with overlapped distributions.